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Recently, we have introduced a new generation of effective core potentials (ECPs) designed for
accurate correlated calculations but equally useful for a broad variety of approaches. The guiding
principle has been the isospectrality of all-electron and ECP Hamiltonians for a subset of valence
many-body states using correlated, nearly-exact calculations. Here we present such ECPs for the 3d
transition series Sc to Zn with Ne-core, i.e, with semi-core 3s and 3p electrons in the valence space.
Besides genuine many-body accuracy, the operators are simple, being represented by a few gaussians
per symmetry channel with resulting potentials that are bounded everywhere. The transferability
is checked on selected molecular systems over a range of geometries. The ECPs show a high overall
accuracy with valence spectral discrepancies typically ≈ 0.01-0.02 eV or better. They also reproduce
binding curves of hydride and oxide molecules typically within 0.02-0.03 eV deviations over the full
non-dissociation range of interatomic distances.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective core potentials (ECPs) and closely related
pseudopotentials provide a well-known technique for sim-
plifying electronic structure calculations to valence-only
degrees of freedom. The ECP Hamiltonians replace the
core states by potentials with projectors that mimic the
action of the core on the valence electrons with different
symmetries. For very heavy elements ECPs become al-
most indispensable due to major complications that come
from relativity, overwhelming energy scales of the core
states and difficulties in correlating cores in multi-atom
systems. In fact, effective core calculations might even
increase the overall accuracy for valence properties since
ECPs capture effects that might be otherwise ignored.
Clearly, one can adjust the ECP constructions to describe
at least some of the core-core and core-valence correla-
tion effects on the valence space as noted also previously
[1, 2]. In addition, scalar relativity impacts on valence
can be incorporated into ECPs in a straightforward man-
ner. Furthermore, when dealing with spin-orbit explicitly
ECPs conveniently conform to the transformation of the
four-component Dirac formulation to the two-component
formalism that again simplifies the subsequent calcula-
tions.
Over the past few decades, constructions of ECPs have
evolved to a high degree of sophistication [2–9]. However,
most of these approaches have been focused on reproduc-
∗These authors contributed equally to this work
ing the original all-electron Hamiltonian within some ap-
proximate method, typically Density Functional Theory
(DFT) or Hartree-Fock(HF)/Dirac-Hartree-Fock(DHF).
In particular, the norm/shape preservation outside an ef-
fective core radius have been used very extensively [3, 10–
12]. Many constructions were also designed to be efficient
for codes with the plane wave basis. One of the recent
focal points within the DFT framework has been the fi-
delity of ECPs for calculations of transition metal oxides
[13]. Important refinement in self-consistent wave func-
tion theories pioneered by Stoll and coworkers has been
the adjustment of ECP atomic excitations to their all-
electron HF or DHF values [2, 14, 15].
Further developments have targeted better description
of the electron correlations and inclusion of the many-
body effects into the ECP constructions. For example,
correlated density matrices were employed as the key
quantity to be matched outside the core region [16]. An-
other step forward has been represented by refinement of
the ECPs that reproduce atomic excitations from corre-
lated calculations[17].
Recently, we have advanced the use of correlated meth-
ods in ECP constructions in a systematic manner and we
have proposed to increase the accuracy of ECP operators
to a significantly higher level [1]. This was motivated by
the needs of accurate correlated methods such as Cou-
pled Cluster (CC), selected Configurations Interaction
(CI) combined with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [18]
and full CIQMC (FCIQMC) [19] that allow for correlated
calculations of larger systems. Indeed, the accuracy of
these calculations started to be hampered by the biases
in the existing sets of ECPs [20–22] and therefore much
more reliable, accurate and tested ECPs became highly
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2desirable.
Let us recall the key principles of our correlation con-
sistent ECP (ccECP) constructions:
i) reproducing many-body spectrum of all-electron, rel-
ativistic, nearly-exact calculations for a subset of atomic
states;
ii) adjusting the ECPs to capture the behavior of the
original Hamiltonian in bonded situations for both equi-
librium and non-equilibrium atomic geometries;
iii) using a simple semi-local form so that the potentials
are given by a minimal or small set of gaussian functions;
in addition, the potentials are bounded and smooth at the
origin/nucleus; we also try to keep the tails in nonlocal
channels short so as to diminish their actions in bonding
regions;
iv) and, finally, establishing a database and systematic
labeling together with data on obtained accuracy bench-
marks; in addition, we keep the table open to further
updates, benchmarks and refinements.
In this work, we apply these ideas to the 3d transition
metal series. These atoms present their own set of chal-
lenges when compared with the first- and second-rows
and therefore several considerations have to be taken
into account. First, although the nominal valence levels
are only 3d and 4s, accurate ECPs require the semicore
3s and 3p states to be included in the valence space as
has been shown repeatedly in the past [14, 23]. This is
straightforward to understand considering that 3s, 3p,
and 3d states occupy the same electronic shell and there-
fore bonding and hybridization of 3d levels have a signif-
icant impact also on the semicore levels. Second, the ele-
ments in the middle of the 3d series are key constituents
in many magnetic materials and therefore require rather
a precise description of related electronic structure prop-
erties. Often the Hund’s rule high-spin atomic ground
state is significantly modified in the bonded environment.
This can involve several bonding mechanisms such as
charge transfer from 4s states and/or d-s, d-p or d-d hy-
bridizations with resulting partial or full quench of the
local magnetic moment. Similarly, spin flip energies and
large number of states/multiplicities of the open d shell
are important in many catalytic chemicals and materials.
Particular importance for these changes in the electronic
structure is related s↔d promotion energies as well as
higher occupations of the d subshells in both neutral and
ionized cases.
Several tables of ECPs for 3d transition metal atoms
and beyond have been produced over the past three
decades, for example, see Refs. [10, 13, 14, 17, 24]. In
particular, the full periodic table developed over a pe-
riod of time by the Stuttgart-Bonn-Koeln collaboration
[2, 14, 15] has been used quite extensively.
We expand upon these advances here and construct
high accuracy ccECPs for the elements Sc to Zn. We use
a very compact form with a few gaussians per channel
and adjust the terms so that the potentials are finite and
smooth in the origin as established previously [12, 24].
This form can, therefore, be used in many packages as
well as with a variety of basis sets. In particular, we are
interested in its usefulness also for periodic systems such
as extended 2D materials or 3D solids calculations based
on plane waves.
The all-electron and ECP calculations we use are based
on scalar relativistic CC method with large basis sets and
basis extrapolations. Although the calculations are very
accurate, obviously they have limitations. The important
factors are extrapolations to the infinite basis set limits,
level of correlations in the CC method and scalar rela-
tivistic treatment. We estimate that these biases could
sum up to ≈ 0.05 eV for almost all of the valence energy
differences we consider. Therefore we deem ECPs with
discrepancies within this threshold as being of compara-
ble accuracy.
An additional point for future use is that we provide
rather accurate values of atomic total energies for the
ground and selected excited states. The high accuracy
CC method with extrapolations provide estimations of
the exact eigenvalues within systematic errors that vary
from a few to about ≈ 10 mHa for the heaviest atoms.
This data offers a useful checkpoint for many methods
even for those that rely on sizable error cancellations
in differences such as DFT. Since practical versions of
DFT employ approximate functionals this also provides
a valuable data for analysis of the performance in all-
electron vs. ECP formulations since they can lead to
non-negligible differences.
We point out that the presented ECPs include also
core-core and core-valence correlations and therefore they
represent effective Hamiltonians that have almost as
broad use as the original all-electron one, ie, for many
purposes they aspire to be almost universal. That should
be true essentially for any method and any valence prop-
erty that does not require explicit core presence. We be-
lieve that this is important because it offers a well-defined
platform to develop a systematic understanding of biases
in a variety of approaches. For transition series this is
particularly relevant since fully correlated relativistic all-
electron calculations of such systems are out of reach for
just a few atom systems. The ECPs, therefore, enable
to expand the system sizes that can be treated by many-
body methods and at the same time provide reference
framework to study systematic biases.
In what follows we first present the methods and ob-
jective functions used in the optimization process. The
results section show the atomic and molecular properties
of the constructed operators compared with all-electron
and other existing tables. We comment and discuss sev-
eral aspects of these new constructions in the conclusions
section.
3II. METHODS
A. ECP Parametrization
The ECP electronic Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian
(a.u) has the following form
Hval =
∑
i
[T kini + V
pp
i ] +
∑
i<j
1/rij (1)
For this work, we use a semi-local ECP form with a min-
imal number of parameters [25]
V ppi = Vloc(ri) +
`max∑
`=0
V`(ri)
∑
m
|`m〉〈`m|, (2)
where ri is the radial distance of the i
th electron from
the core’s origin, and `max is the maximum angular mo-
mentum for the non-local projectors. In this work, we
choose `max = 1. The non-local terms contain the projec-
tors on the angular momentum states with `m quantum
numbers. The local term, Vloc, is chosen to cancel the
Coulomb singularity at the origin, i.e.
Vloc(r) = −Zeff
r
(1− e−αr2) + αZeffre−βr2 +
2∑
i=1
γie
−δir2 ,
(3)
where Zeff is the effective core charge, Zeff = Z − Zcore.
The V`(r) potentials are expanded as follows
V`(r) =
2∑
k=1
β`ke
−α`kr2 . (4)
All variables are treated as optimization parameters in
the minimization of a chosen objective function. In ad-
dition, a constraint that imposes a concave shape of the
potential at the origin is imposed [25]
2∑
i=1
γiδi +
2∑
k=1
α`kβ`k > 0, ∀`. (5)
B. Objective Function and Optimization Protocols
The fully correlated calculations of transition metals
and heavier elements with very large basis sets and high
accuracy methods such as CCSD(T) are very costly and,
eventually, impractical. Therefore, we constructed an
optimization strategy that introduces correlation into
the ECP without explicitly calculating the correlation
energies at each step of the optimization. This ap-
proach relies on the fact that the correlation energy for
a given atomic state is similar across different ECPs,
and the variation for the correlation energy error is sig-
nificantly smaller than the variation in the HF error,
as shown in Figure 1. For a particular excitation en-
ergy, the all-electron (AE) contribution can be written
FIG. 1: Spread of the contributions to the excitation
energy for a variety of ECPs compared to all-electron
for the Fe atom. ∆HF shows the variation in the HF
errors, whereas ∆cVV shows the variation in the
correlation energy error compared against the AE
valence-valence correlation energy.
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as ∆AEg = ∆
AE
HF +∆
AE
CC +∆
AE
CV +∆
AE
VV, where CC,CV, and
VV represent the core-core, core-valence, and valence-
valence correlation contribution to the excitation en-
ergy. When using an ECP, there are only valence elec-
trons, so the ECP excitation energy can be written as
∆ECPg = ∆
ECP
HF + ∆
ECP
corr . In order to match the AE exci-
tation energy, the ECP can either adjust ∆ECPHF or ∆
ECP
corr .
By considering a variety of ECPs, we plot the spread of
HF errors and the difference between the ECP correla-
tion energy and the valence-valence correlation energy of
the AE in 1 for a variety of ECPs, including BFD [25],
STU [14], eCEPP [17], and a variety of our constructed
ECPs at both the HF and correlated levels. The spread
of HF errors is larger than the correlation energies, which
indicates that the HF contribution is more flexible across
ECP parameterizations whereas the correlation energy
varies much less. This is true whether the ECP form
shows smooth and finite amplitudes at the nucleus or
whether it contains −Zeff/r or 1/r2 divergences. This
suggests that the ∆ECPHF can be adjusted while treating
∆ECPcorr as a constant during an optimization procedure,
which will result in ∆ECPg = ∆
AE
g as is desired. This fact
has been used in the optimization strategy below.
1. For a given atom, a set of all-electron (AE) atomic
states is calculated using CCSD(T) method with
uncontracted aug-cc-pwCVnZ-DK [26] basis set
and extrapolated to the complete basis set limit
(CBS) using data for n=T,Q,5. For the HF, we
extrapolate to the CBS limit with
EHFn = E
HF
CBS + α exp [−βn] (6)
where n labels the basis set size, EHFCBS is the CBS
4limit, and α and β are other fitting parameters.
Ecorrn = E
corr
CBS +
α
(n+ 3/8)3
+
β
(n+ 3/8)5
(7)
where the correlation energy is defined as Ecorrn =
E
CCSD(T)
n −EHFn . It is known that the atomic states
of some transition metals such as the ground state
of V are incorrectly described by a single reference
using real spherical harmonics. In order to obtain
the correct atomic symmetries, we generate “sym-
metry equivalenced” orbitals by state-averaging the
irreducible representations (irreps) ofD2h for a par-
ticular atomic state [27]. We use the resulting nat-
ural orbitals to calculate the correlation energies
with CCSD(T). This way, we are able to obtain
reference AE energy gaps from a consistent descrip-
tion of the atomic state.
2. The initial construction of the ECP is launched by
reproducing the scalar relativistic Dirac-Hartree-
Fock (DHF) spectrum. We generate a large set
of random ECPs and optimize each using the
nonlinear DONLP2 code by Spelluci [28]. The
objective function, Σ, to be minimized over the
spectrum S is given by
Σ (S) =
∑
s∈S
ws(∆E
(s)
ECP −∆E(s)AE)2, (8)
where ∆E(s) is the excitation energy for state s
relative to the neutral ground state and ws is the
weight assigned to that excitation. The spectrum is
optimized using numerical DHF code [29] to avoid
basis set errors and to speed up the calculations.
The set of states considered includes the neutral
and singly ionized s↔d excitations, as well as fur-
ther ionizations and the anion ground state. These
states are chosen due to the fact that the low-lying
s↔d transitions and various oxidation states play a
crucial role in transition metal chemistry [14]. The
resulting ECPs are further refined as follows.
3. The DHF spectrum optimized ECP with the least
objective function value is used to calculate the cor-
relation energies for the states mentioned above us-
ing the same method described for the AE case.
4. It is clear that DHF spectrum optimized ECP
atomic excitation energies ∆E
(s)
ECP are not going
to match the corresponding AE excitation energies
∆E
(s)
AE when a post-HF method such as CCSD(T)
or CI is used. However, it is possible to obtain
∆ECPg = ∆
AE
g by only matching ∆
ECP
HF to shifted
∆AEHF:
∆ECPHF = ∆
AE
HF +  (9)
where  is given as:
 = ∆AEcorr −∆ECPcorr
= (EAEcorr,excited − EAEcorr,ground)−
(EECPcorr,excited − EECPcorr,ground)
(10)
Here AE correlation energy refers to the total corre-
lation energy (CC+CV+VV) of the state. The new
shifted gaps are inserted into the objective function
in equation 8 to be minimized.
5. The steps 3-4 are iterated until a self-consistent
ECP is obtained. For each step  is re-evaluated
using the ECP from the last iteration. In every iter-
ation, the ECP parameters are randomly perturbed
within ≈ 1-2% of parameter values to ensure bet-
ter scanning of possible local minimas around the
current values of the parameters. Usually, a set
of self-consistent parameters are obtained within a
few iterations.
In cases where pure energy consistency does not
result in an acceptably transferable ECP (as de-
scribed in section III), we reduce the spectrum by
removing very highly ionized states and add ad-
ditional constraints to improve the transferability.
Note that the full spectral fits include also core-core
and core-valence correlations that become quite sig-
nificant for the highly ionized states and there-
fore they have tendency to steer the ECP from the
optimal valence-valence description. This is espe-
cially true for our ECP form with small number of
variational parameters. Although the bias is typ-
ically small (say, 0.1 eV) we opted for further re-
finements. This is accomplished by including one-
particle eigenvalue discrepancies into the objective
function. It directs the highly ionized states to be
less influenced by the corresponding correlations so
as to be increase the weight of the HF character
for these states. In these cases, we utilize a new
objective function, Γ, given as
Γ (S) = Σ(S) + γ
∑
`
(
ECP` − AE`
)2
(11)
where the first term is the initial spectral ob-
jective function and ` is one particle eigenvalue.
The eigenvalues are weighted by γ to allow the
spectrum to be minimized while keeping the one-
particle eigenvalues reasonably close to the corre-
sponding AE ones. With few iterations one can find
a compromise that reproduces a large part of the
spectrum as well achieves transferability in molecu-
lar calculations. Clearly, further improvements are
possible but in this work we are mostly concerned
with the demonstration of principle and with pro-
viding simple ECPs that fulfill the accuracy crite-
ria.
5III. RESULTS
We present results comparing our correlation consis-
tent ECPs, labeled ccECP, to various other core approx-
imations relative to the all-electron calculation for both
the atomic spectra as well as monohydrides and monox-
ides. The all-electron reference in all following calcu-
lations is spin-restricted CCSD(T) where we have corre-
lated all electrons in the system, i.e. no core orbitals have
been frozen. To include relativity, we utilize a 10th order
Douglass-Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian [30]. To fully correlate
the core, we use an uncontracted aug-cc-pwCVnZ-dk ba-
sis [26] and extrapolate to the complete basis set limit to
minimize basis set error. We compare our ECPs against
an all-electron uncorrelated core, which does not allow
for any excitations from the Neon core in the CCSD(T),
as well as other ECPs. The uncorrelated core approx-
imation, labeled UC, only accounts for valence-valence
correlation, and any core-core or core-valence correla-
tion is absent despite it being an all-electron calcula-
tion. The other ECPs include Burkatzki-Filippi-Dolg
ECPs (BFD) [25] which are energy-consistent DHF ECPs
designed for use in QMC, Stuttgart ECPs (STU) [14]
which are energy-consistent DHF ECPs, and the recently
constructed Trail-Needs ECPs (eCEPP) [17] which use a
shape and energy consistent scheme to construct corre-
lated ECPs.
Obviously, the methods we use have their accuracy
limits. In particular, we rely on scalar relativistic ap-
proach with averaged spin-orbit effects. This introduces
additional bias of ≈ 0.025 eV as a representative value
that we estimated from accurate spin-orbit correlated cal-
culations of atomic excitations[31]. Further important
sources of bias are the sizes of basis sets (alleviated by
extrapolations) and level of correlation captured by the
CCSD(T) method. On smaller systems where we were
able to push the basis set limits up to n = 6, 7, ie, 6Z,7Z
and level of correlation up to CCSDT(Q) level (triples ex-
plicitly and quadruples perturbationally). These limited
calculations suggest that it is difficult to ascretain accu-
racies better than rougly 0.02 eV for energy differences.
In addition, for the heaviest atoms, we were not able to
carry out the full sequence of basis set calculations up to
5Z, so this threshold is probably mildly higher. Clearly,
ECPs with discrepancies below these inherent biases of ≈
0.05 eV (that include also a number of our constructions
presented below) are certainly interesting for method-
ology reasons. However, the ECPs within such bound
should be considered as being of comparable quality.
We briefly discuss the results for every element in the
following subsections. In section III A, we present an
overview of the atomic spectra for all transition met-
als. In sections III B-III K, for every atom we show the
atomic spectrum discrepancies and transferability tests
on monohydrides and monoxides. In these molecules, we
test various core approximations near and out of equi-
librium geometries, i.e., compressed bond lengths. In
general, we show results for our spectral-only ECP (la-
beled ccECP.S) as well as the ECP that compromises
a small part of the spectrum for increase in the over-
all transferability (this is labeled as ccECP). For oxygen
ECP, we use the ECP from the corresponding table; our
oxygen ccECP can be found in our previous work[1]. Al-
though for some of the oxide molecules we were unable to
converge with 5Z basis sets due to technical difficulties.
However, we note that in terms of the binding curves dis-
crepancies are well converged at the VQZ level. There-
fore, for each molecule we show only the largest basis set
that we converged as opposed to the CBS extrapolation.
All ECP parameters are given in Table XIII and Table
XIV while our hydrogen ECP is given in Table XI.
A. Atomic Spectra
We first provide an overview of the atomic spectra.
The optimized spectrum for ccECP.S included the neu-
tral s2dn, s1dn+1, dn+2, the first ionized s1dn and dn+1,
all ionizations down to the Ar core, and the [Ne]3s2 state.
As we will see in future sections, the inclusion of these
highly ionized states can lead to non-negligible biases
and a decrease in the overall transferability. Therefore,
in cases where this full spectrum is insufficient, we add
in constraints and work with a reduced spectrum as de-
scribed in section II B.
Figure 2 shows the errors across the entire transition
metal series for select atomic states ranging from some
low lying excited states to a highly ionized state. In
Figs. 2a and 2b, we show the neutral s↔d transitions
from the s2dn to s1dn+1 and dn+2, respectively. Both
STU and BFD, result in discrepancies on the order of 0.1
eV throughout the entire transition metal series for these
low lying atomic states. UC, eCEPP, and our ccECP.S
and ccECP all result in discrepancies within half of the
chemical accuracy, indicated by the shaded region. Fig-
ure 2c shows the s2dn to s1dn ionization, which is well
described with all core approximations. It is important
to note that STU and BFD include many of these states
directly into their optimization as well. However, the
neglect of directly introducing correlation into the con-
struction can result in large errors in the atomic spectra,
despite being well optimized at the HF/DHF level as il-
lustrated by both the eCEPP and our ccECPs.
As the ionization level is increased, all previous core
approximations begin to show larger discrepancies with
the AE reference. In order to illustrate this, we show the
ionization down to the Ar core in Figure 2d. The STU
and BFD ECPs we see significantly larger discrepancies,
ranging from 1-10 eV throughout the series. The corre-
lated eCEPPs show an improvement but still result in
discrepancies of a few eV. The all-electron UC approxi-
mation results in a slightly increasing error as the atomic
number increases up to roughly 1 eV for Zn. Our en-
ergy consistent ECPs (ccECP.S), however, are able to
maintain a uniform accuracy within half of the chemical
accuracy for each atomic state and for all ionizations.
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FIG. 2: Discrepancies for the various core approximations compared to all-electron CCSD(T) for select states. Each
state discrepancy uses the neutral s2dn occupation as the reference, which is the neutral ground state for each
transition metal except for Cr and Cu, which have s1d5 and s1d10 ground states correspondingly. (a) the neutral
s2dn → s1dn+1 excitation. (b) the neutral s2dn → dn+2 (c) the ionization from s2dn → s1dn (d) the ionization from
s2dn → [Ar]. The shaded gray window in each figure indicates a discrepancy of half of chemical accuracy in either
direction from the all-electron reference. We note that for Sc and Ti, our final ccECP is equivalent to our spectral
ccECP.S.
In Figure 3, we show the mean absolute deviation,
MAD =
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
∣∣∆ECPs −∆AEs ∣∣ (12)
across all of the states including the low-lying s↔d tran-
sitions, anions, and ionizations down to the semicore [Ar].
Our ccECP.S ECPs are able to maintain MADs of nearly
0.01 eV for all transition atoms. In the following sections
focused on the individual atoms, we investigate energy
consistency influences the transferability of the ECPs for
each element. Our adjusted ccECP constructions, which
slightly compromise the atomic spectrum when compared
to the ccECP.S (as illustrated in Fig. 3), still maintain
higher accuracy for the MADs when compared against
the other tested ECP constructions.
B. Scandium
In the case of Sc, the atomic and molecular data is
given in Table I and Fig. 4, respectively. Our spectral-
only ccECP.S results in a significant improvement over
the atomic spectra from previously existing tables such
7TABLE I: Sc AE gaps and relative errors for various core approximations. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d14s2
2D state. LMAD represents the mean absolute deviation of low-lying gaps (EA, IP and s↔ d ). MAD is mean
absolute deviation for all gaps. All values in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP†
[Ar] 3d24s2 3F 0.509479 0.003048 0.043130 0.064818 -0.000680 0.008299
[Ar] 3d24s1 4F 1.419374 0.011864 0.079103 0.084764 -0.002449 0.006857
[Ar] 3d3 4F 4.283618 0.011646 0.143078 0.152030 -0.006531 0.008463
[Ar] 3d14s1 3D 6.542273 0.002095 0.009143 0.028273 -0.003293 -0.009606
[Ar] 3d2 3F 7.144951 0.019375 0.112982 0.138533 -0.000463 -0.000408
[Ar] 3d1 2D 19.344148 0.004626 0.015048 0.105471 0.001551 -0.021660
[Ar] 1S 44.069078 -0.040491 -0.166016 0.123866 -0.013715 0.002667
LMAD 0.009606 0.077487 0.093684 0.002683 0.006727
MAD 0.013306 0.081214 0.099679 0.004097 0.008280
† We note that our ccECP is equivalent to our spectral construction, ccECP.S as described in the text
FIG. 3: Mean Absolute Deviation, or MAD, for the
TMs considering a large part of the spectrum from [Ar]
up to low-lying neutral excited states and the anion.
The shaded region of half of chemical accuracy is not
visible on this scale. We note that for Sc and Ti, our
final ccECP is equivalent to our spectral ccECP.S
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as STU and BFD. In fact, when comparing to the all-
electron uncorrelated core UC, we see an improvement
for the low-lying spectrum (indicated by LMAD) as well
as the full spectrum ionized down to the Ar semi-core.
Compared to recently derived eCEPP [17], our spectral
errors are only slightly larger, presumably due to our sig-
nificantly smaller number of gaussian functions as well as
shorter radial range of nonlocal channels. Since for Sc the
higher order effects such as spin-orbit can reach 0.010 eV
[31], discrepancies below this level do not provide a gen-
uine quality measure as we have noted also above.
For the molecular calculations, we plot discrepancies
from the AE CCSD(T) binding curve for a range of bond
lengths. The compressed bond regime is plotted near
the dissociation threshold, i.e., where the binding energy
approaches zero while the vertical line indicates the equi-
librium bond length. For ScH, we see that all ECPs result
in binding discrepancies that are well within chemical ac-
curacy with regard to the AE results, indicated by the
shaded region. Note that STU, BFD, and UC discrep-
ancies vary as functions of the bond length. That might
cause some shifts in the predicted vibrational frequencies,
whereas a flat discrepancy should lead to better accuracy
for vibrational properties. The ScO molecule probes the
charge transfer and polar bond regime showing that both
STU and BFD exhibit significantly larger deviations from
the AE potential energy surface. Our ccECP.S results in
a relatively flat discrepancy throughout the entire bind-
ing region and a very small error for the binding energy.
Due to the quality of the constructed operator, we de-
cided that no further refinements to the ccECP.S were
needed. The parameters for this optimal ccECP.S are
given in Table XIII.
C. Titanium
In the case of Ti, the atomic and molecular data is
given in Table II and Fig. 5, respectively. For the
atomic spectrum, our ccECP.S outperforms all other core
approximations, for both the low lying atomic spectra
(LMAD) as well as all ionizations down to the Ar semi-
core. We see that STU and BFD result in compara-
ble MADs of roughly 0.1 eV. For the low-lying spectra,
both the eCEPP and ccECP.S have marginally smaller
discrepancies than UC showing that some of the core-
valence correlations have been captured. Note that our
ccECP.S maintains uniform accuracy throughout the en-
tire spectrum, resulting in a MAD of 0.013 eV.
When considering the hydride molecule, the BFD
shows significant underbinding for the compressed ge-
ometries. On the other hand, STU maintains uniform
accuracy throughout the entire binding region with mild
0.04 eV underbinding. UC, eCEPP, and our ccECP.S are
all very comparable for TiH, showing deviations within
0.02 eV for all bond lengths. For TiO with polar bond,
we find that BFD is inadequate to describe the binding
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FIG. 4: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) ScH and (b) ScO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the AE
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE II: Ti AE gaps and relative errors for various core approximations. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d24s2
3F state. See Tab.I for further description. All in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP†
[Ar] 3d34s2 4F 0.020661 0.008558 0.084231 0.073673 0.005225 0.007623
[Ar] 3d34s1 5F 0.796464 0.015718 0.110225 0.082066 0.006530 0.006560
[Ar] 3d4 5D 3.616908 0.019344 0.185767 0.159201 0.009038 0.012720
[Ar] 3d24s1 4F 6.804955 0.003393 0.009862 0.026440 -0.003403 -0.009247
[Ar] 3d3 4F 6.915550 0.026609 0.141649 0.141318 0.020958 0.006538
[Ar] 3d2 3F 20.387116 0.009622 0.015878 0.112828 0.008137 -0.017891
[Ar] 3d1 2D 47.867620 -0.037232 -0.151758 0.130371 -0.040542 -0.029817
[Ar] 1S 91.091323 -0.124071 -0.391450 0.258178 -1.234149 0.012368
LMAD 0.014724 0.106347 0.09654 0.009031 0.008538
MAD 0.030568 0.136353 0.123009 0.165998 0.012846
† We note that our ccECP is equivalent to our ccECP.S, as described in the text.
even at equilibrium and the error reaches up to 0.4 eV
near in the short bond region. STU is also underbound
near equilibrium, and has the opposite behavior to BFD
in that the error decreases as the bond is compressed.
While UC and eCEPP are well within chemical accu-
racy near equilibrium, each begins to underbind as the
bond length is compressed. Near dissociation, both UC
and eCEPP reach region outside the chemical accuracy.
Our ccECP.S, on the other hand, is well within the de-
sired error margin throughout the entire bonding region.
Additionally, the ccECP.S has an extremely flat discrep-
ancy near the equilibrium. Considering the accuracy of
the constructed ccECP.S, we did not pursue any refine-
ments. The parameters for the Ti ccECP.S are given in
Table XIII.
D. Vanadium
The atomic and molecular data for the V ECPs is given
in Table III and Fig. 6, respectively. For the atomic
spectra, our ccECP.S has significantly smaller discrepan-
cies compared to all other core approximations, including
the all-electron UC approximation, for both the low-lying
spectra and all ionizations. If we consider VO for our
ccECP.S, we see that we have quite favorable binding
properties compared to other core approximations. Both
BFD and STU exhibit relatively large errors through-
out the entire bonding region, including near equilibrium.
Both eCEPP and UC begin to underbind to nearly 0.1 eV
near the dissociation threshold, whereas our ccECP.S is
well within chemical accuracy. However, when consid-
ering the hydride, we found that our spectral-only ECP
overbinds by a small amount of ≈ 0.04 eV that reaches
the borderline at dissociation. In fact, this is still accept-
able considering the systematic biases present although
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FIG. 5: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) TiH and (b) TiO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE III: V AE gaps and relative errors for various core approximations. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d34s2
4F state. See Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d44s2 5D -0.476250 0.010698 0.104690 0.069543 -0.002350 0.005158 0.018813
[Ar] 3d44s1 6D 0.225411 0.016419 0.122574 0.072073 -0.012547 0.000018 0.016268
[Ar] 3d5 6S 2.477803 0.022536 0.223108 0.153314 -0.012134 0.009320 0.040209
[Ar] 3d34s1 5F 7.040745 0.003875 0.011638 0.014400 -0.012391 -0.012788 -0.005745
[Ar] 3d4 5D 6.702435 0.028646 0.161530 0.123399 0.000007 0.003149 0.030633
[Ar] 3d3 4F 21.353719 0.012672 0.037204 0.086384 0.004329 -0.009391 0.011301
[Ar] 3d2 3F 50.673774 -0.030859 -0.104118 0.088290 -0.015417 -0.022190 -0.008337
[Ar] 3d1 2D 97.385632 -0.106347 -0.297488 0.181266 -0.065904 -0.024749 -0.014226
[Ar] 1S 162.607898 -0.225926 -0.639514 0.434473 -1.746391 0.012854 0.026267
LMAD 0.016435 0.124708 0.086546 0.007886 0.006087 0.022334
MAD 0.050886 0.189096 0.135905 0.207941 0.011069 0.019089
less accurate than the eCEPP binding curve. Note that
ccECP.S ECPs fits a significant part of the atomic a spec-
trum that includes ionizations past the valence electrons
and down into the 3s and 3p semi-core states. However,
this nudges the ECP operator away from transferabil-
ity optimum as can be observed on the VH molecule.
Therefore, we refined ccECP.S by reducing the consid-
ered spectrum and modifying our objective function as
described in part II B, resulting in refined ccECP. The
charge-transfer physics is unchanged and it is almost
identical to the spectral ccECP.S. However, we see a sig-
nificant improvement for the hydride molecule. In terms
of the spectrum, we slightly compromise the low-lying
spectrum (LMAD) while maintaining roughly the same
overall MAD. The parameters for our ccECP of V are
included in Table XIII.
E. Chromium
The atomic and molecular data for Cr are given in Ta-
ble IV and Fig. 7, respectively. For consistency with
the rest of the transition metals, we choose to show ex-
citation energies with respect to [Ar] 3d44s2 5D state
instead of the ground state which is [Ar] 3d54s1 7S.
Our spectral ECP, ccECP.S, has a significantly improved
spectrum when compared to all other core approxima-
tions, including the all-electron UC approximation. The
low-lying spectrum (LMAD) is slightly improved over
eCEPP, while the MAD across the spectrum above [Ar]
is significantly lower. The ccECP.S performs reasonably
well for CrH, being within chemical accuracy to AE for
the entire binding region. However, when we consider
the oxide CrO, we see that the ccECP.S shows clear
tendency to overbind, up to ≈ 0.08 eV near the disso-
ciation threshold. Our refined ccECP, optimized using
Eq. 11, shows well balanced atomic spectrum with mild
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FIG. 6: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) VH and (b) VO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE IV: Cr AE gaps and relative errors for various ECPs. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d44s2 5D state. See
Tab.I for further description. All values in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d54s2 6S -1.639160 0.008708 0.100464 0.075539 0.002912 0.002231 -0.007320
[Ar] 3d54s1 7S -1.026768 0.012626 0.109308 0.070858 -0.002395 -0.001850 -0.015864
[Ar] 3d6 5D 3.444963 0.006449 0.189582 0.145908 -0.006204 -0.002068 -0.024681
[Ar] 3d44s1 6D 7.256491 0.003483 0.003102 0.016517 -0.016762 -0.011701 -0.017497
[Ar] 3d5 6S 5.735591 0.023783 0.139894 0.140656 0.010259 0.016681 -0.005632
[Ar] 3d4 5D 22.265020 0.013198 0.032490 0.127077 -0.010531 0.006177 -0.003946
[Ar] 3d3 4F 53.342070 -0.022558 -0.082097 0.181337 -0.015293 -0.003129 0.008626
[Ar] 3d2 3F 102.464577 -0.084655 -0.217174 0.344850 0.022232 -0.012436 0.032518
[Ar] 3d1 2D 171.920939 -0.176820 -0.446866 0.669754 0.143731 -0.017361 0.082695
[Ar] 1S 262.444038 -0.312659 -1.402775 1.242200 0.422348 0.020817 0.217202
LMAD 0.011010 0.10847 0.089896 0.007706 0.006906 0.014199
MAD 0.066494 0.272375 0.30147 0.065267 0.009445 0.041598
increase in LMAD. In molecular calculations, we see a
modest improvement for CrH and a very satisfactory re-
duction in overbinding when compared to ccECP.S. The
final ccECP is well within chemical accuracy throughout
the entire binding region, including near the dissociation
threshold. The parameters for our ccECP are given in
Table XIII.
F. Manganese
The atomic and molecular results for Mn are given
in Table V and Figure 8, respectively. For the spectral
ccECP.S, we find similar uniform accuracy for both the
low-lying atomic and full spectrum to [Ar]. It is inter-
esting to see that despite this fidelity we find the overall
transferability to be lacking. While ccECP.S for MnH is
within chemical accuracy for most of the binding curve
we observe a slightly larger discrepancy near the disso-
ciation threshold. This error is more severe for MnO
with overbinding by roughly 0.04 eV near equilibrium
that increases to 0.11 eV at dissociation. Therefore, de-
spite having the best atomic spectrum, the ccECP.S MnO
molecule has the largest discrepancies from AE when
compared to all other core approximations. We clearly
observe that within the use parameterization, the atomic
accuracy and molecular accuracy pull in rather opposite
directions.
We improve upon our spectral only ccECP.S and re-
optimize via Eq. 11 to obtain our final ccECP. In terms
of the atomic spectrum, we slightly increase the LMAD
to ≈ 0.01 eV. Some error of 0.1 eV is introduced to the
highly ionized [Ar] semi-core excitation. This increase re-
sults in a MAD on the entire spectrum of only 0.024 eV,
which outperforms all other core approximations includ-
ing the all-electron UC. For both the hydride and oxide
11
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FIG. 7: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) CrH and (b) CrO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE V: Mn AE gaps and relative error for various core approximations. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d54s2
6S state. See Tab.I for further description. All in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d64s2 5D 1.299360 0.001050 0.146607 0.028564 0.004187 -0.003555 -0.006144
[Ar] 3d64s1 6D 2.151429 0.006575 0.169347 0.010605 0.002082 -0.006991 -0.013559
[Ar] 3d7 4F 5.772304 0.007078 0.285947 0.059634 0.018798 0.004177 -0.003478
[Ar] 3d54s1 7S 7.414670 0.003239 -0.003639 -0.004177 -0.006771 -0.008937 -0.008985
[Ar] 3d6 5D 9.245516 0.007056 0.194099 0.017318 0.003874 -0.015398 -0.013276
[Ar] 3d5 6S 23.059159 0.014572 0.022398 0.081569 0.014290 0.030141 0.050613
[Ar] 3d4 5D 56.822155 -0.015390 -0.072555 0.256077 -0.026524 0.016815 0.033293
[Ar] 3d3 4F 108.315370 -0.074830 -0.158482 0.600224 -0.059576 0.010784 0.017702
[Ar] 3d2 3F 180.815120 -0.162619 -0.291000 1.159615 -0.070647 0.003077 0.004779
[Ar] 3d1 2D 276.392004 -0.282966 -0.586852 1.989336 -0.043384 -0.008268 0.013606
[Ar] 1S 395.519402 -0.451819 -1.184772 3.166735 0.029970 0.001807 0.103825
LMAD 0.005000 0.159928 0.02406 0.007142 0.007812 0.009088
MAD 0.093381 0.283245 0.67035 0.025464 0.009995 0.024478
we see a clear improvement. For MnH, the ccECP has
below a 0.01 eV discrepancy for all bond lengths. The
most drastic improvement comes for the oxide molecule,
where the discrepancy is bounded by the chemical accu-
racy throughout the entire curve. The resulting ccECP
has excellent atomic and molecular properties and the
parameters are given in Table XIII.
G. Iron
The atomic discrepancies for Fe atom are given in
Table VI. Our spectral ccECP.S produces an atomic
spectrum with uniform accuracy throughout the entire
valence spectrum, with a low-lying spectrum MAD of
7 meV, and 5 meV for the entire spectrum. In terms
of the low-lying spectrum (LMAD), the ccECP.S is com-
parable to the all-electron UC approximation. In addi-
tion, the ccECP.S has a much lower MAD for the entire
spectrum. While the ccECP.S is well within chemical ac-
curacy for FeH, when we consider the polar bond, illus-
trated by the FeO molecule, we find significant overbind-
ing across the entire binding region (Figure 9). In fact,
the ccECP.S overbinds well outside chemical accuracy for
most of the bond lengths. It should be noted that com-
plications related to molecules with high-spin TM atoms
are clearly visible for BFD and STU ECPs with signif-
icant discrepancies in the binding energies as well as in
the shapes of the potential energy surfaces.
We achieve a remarkable balance between the atomic
spectrum as well as the molecular properties with our
refined ccECP. The ccECP results in an increase of only
3 meV on the LMAD, and we find larger errors only for
the highest ionizations. It should be noted that the ab-
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FIG. 8: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) MnH and (b) MnO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE VI: Fe AE gaps and relative errors for various ECPs. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d64s2 5D state. See
Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar]4s23d7 4F -0.057987 0.001660 0.156504 0.044160 0.011820 0.007696 -0.005231
[Ar] 4s13d7 5F 0.888551 0.006370 0.171349 0.033548 0.008323 -0.002355 -0.014157
[Ar] 3d8 3F 4.157110 0.010139 0.291230 0.092898 0.030171 -0.003989 -0.017050
[Ar] 4s13d6 6D 7.885826 0.004183 0.001180 0.005114 -0.004736 -0.020115 -0.015930
[Ar] 3d7 4F 8.162522 0.016486 0.199663 0.071353 0.026536 0.002202 -0.002154
[Ar]3d6 5D 24.090858 0.014936 0.033942 0.099740 0.010690 0.008389 0.013777
[Ar]3d5 6S 54.661521 -0.005615 -0.168899 0.206248 -0.017071 0.004946 0.021878
[Ar]3d4 5D 109.577638 -0.051901 -0.192542 0.455601 -0.007441 -0.005419 -0.008571
[Ar]3d3 4F 185.022592 -0.129771 -0.222149 0.890969 0.067005 -0.000924 -0.005565
[Ar]3d2 3F 284.232562 -0.235873 -0.354853 1.557802 0.247372 0.001835 0.040188
[Ar]3d1 2D 409.151353 -0.374283 -0.745345 2.506921 0.518200 -0.005224 0.160413
[Ar] 1S 560.024014 -0.563164 -1.561520 3.821096 0.924669 0.002865 0.431303
LMAD 0.007768 0.163985 0.049415 0.016317 0.007271 0.010904
MAD 0.117865 0.341598 0.815454 0.156170 0.005497 0.061351
solute error of 0.43 eV for the ionization to the [Ar] semi-
core corresponds to relative error of only ≈ 0.08 % since
the excitation is sizeable, 560 eV. Additionally, despite
the compromise in the spectrum, the ccECP outperforms
all other ECPs on the LMAD and all the core approx-
imations on the entire MAD. The molecular properties
are significantly improved for the ccECP. For FeH, there
is near perfect agreement on the binding curve, both near
equilibrium as well as near dissociation. For FeO, we see
a significant reduction in the overbinding, putting the
binding discrepancy within the chemical accuracy of the
AE CCSD(T) binding curve. The parameters for this
ccECP are given in Table XIV.
H. Cobalt
The atomic and molecular data for Co are given in Ta-
ble VII and Fig. 10, respectively. Our spectral construc-
tion ccECP.S shows that significant improvements when
compared with other core approximations. We are able
to achieve for both the LMAD and MAD significantly
lower discrepancies than UC, BFD, and STU. In terms
of CoH, the ccECP.S construction looks very satisfactory.
CoH results in a discrepancy that is well within chemical
accuracy for ccECP.S across the entire binding region.
However, for CoO we see that the spectral construction
is less accurate and as in previous cases it results in signif-
icant overbinding. Note that other available ECPs have
a similar behavior, resulting in overbinding over 0.1 eV
near the dissociation threshold.
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FIG. 9: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) FeH and (b) FeO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE VII: Co AE gaps and relative errors for various ECPs. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d74s2 4F state. See
Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d84s2 3F -0.648824 0.003846 0.138580 0.038570 0.003500 -0.011140
[Ar] 3d84s1 4F 0.404998 0.008382 0.146827 0.029158 0.000131 -0.018138
[Ar] 3d9 2D 3.290224 0.013495 0.245172 0.082758 0.001712 -0.027850
[Ar] 3d74s1 5F 8.285103 0.004751 -0.004194 0.008731 -0.007956 -0.014990
[Ar] 3d8 3F 7.852169 0.016852 0.154921 0.060521 0.007556 -0.012459
[Ar] 3d7 4F 24.959596 0.014340 0.012356 0.096283 0.010968 0.005804
[Ar] 3d6 5D 58.474931 -0.000315 -0.137538 0.215407 0.000966 0.010511
[Ar] 3d5 6S 109.967312 -0.035818 -0.288764 0.449440 -0.020260 0.016728
[Ar] 3d4 5D 189.676472 -0.096964 -0.229092 0.878645 -0.018478 0.002135
[Ar] 3d3 4F 292.523396 -0.190846 -0.217323 1.539629 0.001712 0.062171
[Ar] 3d2 3F 421.774512 -0.312948 -0.383028 2.475055 0.017756 0.218327
[Ar] 3d1 2D 579.286933 -0.467425 -0.905317 3.738709 0.010326 0.520393
[Ar] 1S 765.100530 -0.673798 -1.957082 5.417765 -0.013019 1.067807
LMAD 0.009465 0.137939 0.043948 0.004171 0.016915
MAD 0.141522 0.370784 1.156205 0.008795 0.152958
When we introduce additional constraints into our ob-
jective function, see section II B, we are able to obtain
a dramatic improvement in the overall transferability.
With regards to the spectrum, our ccECP is compara-
ble to the UC approximation for the low-lying spectrum
(LMAD) and even slightly better for the entire atomic
spectrum (signaling a complicated landscape of the ob-
jective function with many minimas). For CoH, the bind-
ing energy discrepancy is comparable to our ccECP.S, but
the overall curve is flatter. The most profound improve-
ment comes with the CoO polar bond, where we are able
to obtain a nearly flat discrepancy throughout the entire
binding region and very marginal 0.01 eV overbinding.
Note the overall major boost in accuracy when compared
to the other ECPs we studied. The parameters for the
ccECP are given in Table XIV.
I. Nickel
We show the atomic and molecular data for Ni in Table
VIII and Fig. 11, respectively. Optimization for ccECP.S
results in an accurate spectrum with a 3 meV LMAD
for the low-lying spectrum and 10 meV MAD for the
entire spectrum. These discrepancies are significantly
smaller than for the other core approximations of UC,
BFD, and STU. For NiH, we see significant issues with
BFD, whereas all other core-approximations agree with
AE to within chemical accuracy. We find more sizeable
errors for NiO for BFD, STU, and also for our spectral
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FIG. 10: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) CoH and (b) CoO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE VIII: Ni AE gaps and relative errors for various ECPs. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d84s2 3F state. See
Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d94s2 2D -1.209029 0.005065 0.146336 0.013536 -0.003339 0.000304
[Ar] 3d94s1 3D -0.039999 0.010094 0.154368 -0.007817 -0.003776 -0.003715
[Ar] 3d10 1S 1.665329 0.014848 0.258005 0.022213 -0.004163 -0.006370
[Ar] 3d84s1 4F 8.678287 0.004880 -0.004271 -0.026728 0.001234 -0.011767
[Ar] 3d9 2D 7.580538 0.017010 0.152086 -0.041737 0.002174 -0.002632
[Ar] 3d8 3F 25.813278 0.013459 -0.005649 -0.039091 0.014570 -0.007257
[Ar] 3d7 4F 61.040014 -0.000243 -0.144218 0.100049 0.016374 -0.042470
[Ar] 3d6 5D 116.199196 -0.026699 -0.226084 0.435981 0.004456 -0.105248
[Ar] 3d5 6S 192.239024 -0.075327 -0.281178 1.016989 -0.018535 -0.175304
[Ar] 3d4 5D 300.110087 -0.148578 -0.080333 2.014774 -0.012141 -0.209976
[Ar] 3d3 4F 433.615540 -0.256215 0.003373 3.416095 0.010293 -0.172026
[Ar] 3d2 3F 596.091441 -0.391620 -0.212840 5.276018 0.023892 -0.054807
[Ar] 3d1 2D 789.334381 -0.559135 -0.961215 7.649629 0.010737 0.163535
[Ar] 1S 1013.195350 -0.779566 -2.452519 10.611841 -0.013917 0.540565
LMAD 0.010379 0.143013 0.022406 0.002937 0.004958
MAD 0.164481 0.363034 2.190893 0.009971 0.106855
ccECP.S.
To obtain a more reasonable description of the molec-
ular properties, we reoptimize using Eq. 11 that pro-
duces our ccECP. With refinement we compromise on
both the LMAD and MAD that mildly increases relative
to ccECP.S, however, this increase is caused mainly by
the very deeply lying states (> 500 eV) while the low-
lying spectrum is still exceptionally well described, much
better than for BFD, STU, and comparable to UC. While
we slightly compromise NiH, we find a significant im-
provement for NiO, where we reduce the discrepancy to
be well within chemical accuracy for all considered bond
lengths and maintain a flat discrepancy throughout. The
final parameters for our ccECP are given in Table XIV.
J. Copper
We show the atomic properties for Cu in Table IX
and the molecular properties for CuH and CuO in Fig.
12. Note that this table shows gaps with respect to
[Ar]3d94s2 2D although the ground state is [Ar]3d104s1
2S, to be consistent with the other elements. Due to the
closed d-shell LMAD includes 4 excitations, whereas pre-
vious tables for Sc-Ni included 5. Focusing first on the
spectral ccECP.S, we are able to obtain an almost uni-
form agreement for the entire spectrum, with a LMAD
of 0.018 eV and a MAD of 0.015 eV. While the LMAD
is slightly higher than UC and eCEPP, the overall MAD
is significantly improved since the high ionizations are
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FIG. 11: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) NiH and (b) NiO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE IX: Cu AE and relative errors for various core approximations. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d94s2 2D
state. See Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d104s2 1S -2.760729 0.004101 0.053157 0.039397 -0.000870 -0.016530 -0.006277
[Ar] 3d104s1 2S -1.513939 0.007503 0.047758 0.042300 0.004682 -0.020428 -0.007892
[Ar] 3d94s1 3D 9.062324 0.005137 -0.006833 0.004934 0.003888 -0.003649 -0.002273
[Ar] 3d10 1S 6.223451 0.013241 0.014972 0.047085 0.003103 -0.032589 -0.008363
[Ar] 3d9 2D 26.646257 0.012720 -0.009051 0.024636 0.003493 -0.009803 0.010994
[Ar] 3d8 3F 63.558190 -0.000543 -0.027268 0.020881 0.003248 0.010925 0.017731
[Ar] 3d7 4F 121.008477 -0.025039 -0.028883 0.055165 0.013036 0.018442 -0.001066
[Ar] 3d6 5D 201.489726 -0.062319 -0.024452 0.156973 0.047778 0.010412 -0.036229
[Ar] 3d5 6S 305.535974 -0.122740 -0.058675 0.364107 0.118660 -0.008278 -0.054449
[Ar] 3d4 5D 444.867210 -0.207748 0.024219 0.733521 0.331561 -0.002246 -0.067000
[Ar] 3d3 4F 612.257887 -0.328280 -0.034713 1.317769 0.665239 0.022817 0.031193
[Ar] 3d2 3F 811.134546 -0.476918 -0.377656 2.138293 1.124162 0.032874 0.255770
[Ar] 3d1 2D 1043.247944 -0.657795 -1.166121 3.235735 1.709602 0.012528 0.655110
[Ar] 1S 1308.271906 -0.893022 -2.520960 4.697743 2.455655 -0.013314 1.337623
LMAD 0.008540 0.026354 0.031670 0.003207 0.016600 0.007160
MAD 0.201222 0.313908 0.919896 0.463213 0.015345 0.177998
in much better agreement to AE. As has been seen for
the previous elements, a uniform accuracy on the atomic
spectrum can decrease the overall transferability. While
CuH is quite well described by the ccECP.S, we again find
significant overbinding near dissociation for our ccECP.S.
In fact, all ECPs including STU, BFD, and eCEPP sig-
nificantly overbind for the CuO molecule, from roughly
0.1 eV for our ccECP.S to over 0.25 eV for BFD.
We substantially improve the overall transferability
with our refined ccECP. For both CuH and CuO, we have
near perfect agreement with AE along the entire binding
curve. For CuO, we are able to obtain the accuracy that
stands out when compared to previous ECPs. Note that
behavior of biases for this element suggests that keep-
ing the accuracy for energies > 500 eV one would need
more variational freedom and perhaps a more sophisti-
cated construction. This is due to different energy and
also length scales for semicore vs valence spaces.
K. Zinc
The atomic and molecular data for Zn is given in Table
X and Fig. 13, respectively. For our spectral ccECP.S,
we are able to achieve a uniform accuracy across the en-
tire atomic spectrum, resulting in a MAD of 0.015 eV.
This outperforms BFD, STU, and UC significantly, re-
sulting in an ECP that on spectrum is very close to the
original AE Hamiltonian. Additionally, the LMAD for
Zn includes only the first two states, due to the fact that
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FIG. 12: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) CuH and (b) CuO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
TABLE X: Zn AE gaps and relative errors for various ECPs. All gaps are relative to the [Ar] 3d104s2 1S state. See
Tab.I for further description. All data in eV.
Gaps AE UC BFD STU ccECP.S ccECP
[Ar] 3d104s1 2S 9.411709 0.004952 0.018765 0.004463 0.007538 0.000215
[Ar] 3d94s2 2D 17.323005 -0.009362 -0.205955 -0.022585 0.009686 0.022019
[Ar] 3d10 1S 27.392261 0.011411 0.036333 0.006989 0.002052 -0.009078
[Ar] 3d9 2D 67.262367 0.003722 -0.050548 0.003788 0.010425 0.013184
[Ar] 3d8 3F 126.975193 -0.018903 -0.090639 0.051139 0.013474 0.028731
[Ar] 3d7 4F 210.344966 -0.052708 -0.055643 0.173830 0.006980 0.031967
[Ar] 3d6 5D 319.614848 -0.099359 0.033786 0.406930 -0.008892 0.026004
[Ar] 3d5 6S 455.004148 -0.170049 0.098292 0.795761 -0.026917 0.025026
[Ar] 3d4 5D 629.026722 -0.264676 0.351989 1.415417 -0.015099 0.072364
[Ar] 3d3 4F 833.485035 -0.396401 0.369407 2.316968 0.018092 0.171157
[Ar] 3d2 3F 1,071.906266 -0.556213 -0.076598 3.529685 0.034067 0.296417
[Ar] 3d1 2D 1,346.006047 -0.748315 -2.414393 5.101447 0.007904 0.438073
[Ar] 1S 1,655.288042 -0.996097 -3.118490 7.132298 -0.032440 0.638571
LMAD 0.007157 0.112360 0.013524 0.008612 0.011117
MAD 0.256321 0.532372 1.612408 0.014890 0.136370
the anion and most of the s↔d transitions do not exist.
For the transferability tests, we find similar behavior for
both ZnH and ZnO, where the ccECP.S is within chem-
ical accuracy near equilibrium but begins to overbind as
the bond is compressed.
With the refinements from our ccECP, we are able to
strike a reasonable balance between the atomic proper-
ties as well as the molecular transferability. In both the
hydride and oxide, the ccECP has a relatively flat dis-
crepancy resulting in excellent vibrational frequencies as
well as energy differences well within chemical accuracy
for the entire curve. In terms of the atomic spectrum,
the lowest states are only 0.01 eV error and we achieve
a MAD on the entire spectrum that is better than all
other core approximations. The parameters for our final
ccECP are given in Table XIV.
TABLE XI: Parameter values for hydrogen. The
highest l value corresponds to the local channel. Each
term takes the form V`k(r) = β`kr
n`k−2 exp
[−α`kr2]
Atom Zeff ` n`k α`k β`k
H 1 0 2 1.00000000 0.00000000
1 1 21.24359508 1.00000000
1 3 21.24359508 21.24359508
1 2 21.77696655 -10.85192405
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FIG. 13: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) ZnH and (b) ZnO molecules. The binding curves are relative to the
CCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
L. Average molecular discrepancies
In Tab. XII we collect the results of molecular calcu-
lations for all elements and evaluate mean absolute de-
viations for the equilibrium molecular parameters. Note
that even our ccECP.S set achieves very respectable ac-
curacy that is comparable or better than the available
tables. Clearly, the adjusted set ccECP is the most bal-
anced overall, to the best of our knowledge shows overall
the best consistency for all the calculated parameters.
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TABLE XII: Mean absolute deviations of binding parameters for various core approximations with respect to AE
data for transition metal hydride and oxide molecules. All parameters were obtained using Morse potential fit. The
parameters shown are dissociation energy De, equilibrium bond length re, vibrational frequency ωe and binding
energy discrepancy at dissociation bond length Ddiss.
UC BFD STU eCEPP ccECP.S ccECP
De(eV) 0.0065(40) 0.0592(41) 0.0382(41) 0.0163(45) 0.0238(40) 0.0117(40)
re(A˚) 0.0012(13) 0.0064(13) 0.0026(13) 0.0019(15) 0.0027(13) 0.0010(13)
ωe(cm
−1) 2.3(5.8) 10.4(6.0) 4.6(5.9) 3.9(6.9) 6.4(5.8) 3.0(5.8)
Ddiss(eV) 0.021(41) 0.146(41) 0.035(41) 0.032(46) 0.054(40) 0.018(41)
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TABLE XIII: Parameter values for early transition metal
ECPs. For all ECPs, the highest l value corresponds to
the local channel. Each term takes the form
V`k(r) = β`kr
n`k−2 exp
[−α`kr2]
Atom Zeff ` n`k α`k β`k
Sc 11 0 2 11.49466541 153.96530175
0 2 5.01031394 14.93675657
1 2 11.45126730 97.21725690
1 2 4.76798446 10.81704018
2 1 16.02394388 11.00000000
2 3 14.08647403 176.26338271
2 2 11.93985121 -83.68149599
2 2 3.69440111 0.432827647
Ti 12 0 2 12.70580614 173.94657236
0 2 6.11178552 18.83768334
1 2 12.64091930 111.45672882
1 2 5.35437416 11.17702683
2 1 18.41366202 12.00000000
2 3 15.92292414 220.96394426
2 2 13.65000623 -94.29025825
2 2 5.09555211 0.09791142
V 13 0 2 15.12502151 195.56713891
0 2 6.29898914 22.88642835
1 2 15.93855113 126.42119501
1 2 5.74006267 16.03597128
2 1 20.32168914 13.00000000
2 3 19.59698040 264.18195885
2 2 17.33147348 -115.29293208
2 2 5.12320658 -0.66288726
Cr 14 0 2 16.90078761 219.48146210
0 2 7.33662151 28.07933177
1 2 17.31974517 139.98396872
1 2 6.92409758 19.54835786
2 1 18.28091074 14.00000000
2 3 17.09800655 255.93275041
2 2 16.72267276 -132.01826317
2 2 5.02865106 -0.77388761
Mn 15 0 2 18.92044966 244.66870493
0 2 8.32764757 33.54162717
1 2 20.17347020 162.35033686
1 2 7.80047874 24.17956695
2 1 21.91937433 15.00000000
2 3 21.35527128 328.79061500
2 2 21.27162654 -162.05172805
2 2 7.93913962 -1.82694273
TABLE XIV: Parameter values for late transtion metal
ECPs. For all ECPs, the highest l value corresponds to
the local channel. Each term takes the form
V`k(r) = β`kr
n`k−2 exp
[−α`kr2]
Atom Zeff ` n`k α`k β`k
Fe 16 0 2 22.21062697 277.50032547
0 2 9.51515801 46.20495585
1 2 24.57000872 194.99875057
1 2 8.86648777 31.67945133
2 1 23.22091714 16.00000000
2 3 23.54714680 371.53467418
2 2 23.47256345 -181.22603445
2 2 9.85238815 -2.37305236
Co 17 0 2 23.41427031 271.77708487
0 2 10.76931694 54.26461122
1 2 25.47446317 201.53430745
1 2 10.68404901 38.99231927
2 1 25.00124116 17.00000000
2 3 22.83490097 425.02109972
2 2 23.47468156 -195.48211283
2 2 10.33794825 -2.81572866
Ni 18 0 2 13.55641859 92.06283029
0 2 27.83578932 332.58121624
1 2 6.49273676 7.52030073
1 2 23.68135451 266.09985511
2 1 37.92402538 18.00000000
2 3 23.91559743 682.63245691
2 2 19.97959496 -173.86371303
2 2 3.59972497 0.3662705552
Cu 19 0 2 29.35562243 370.71371825
0 2 12.77235920 66.27560813
1 2 33.51694544 271.66281028
1 2 12.52471485 49.76265057
2 1 31.53811263 19.00000000
2 3 31.06925531 599.22413998
2 2 30.59035868 -244.68915484
2 2 14.05141064 -1.29349526
Zn 20 0 2 35.02141357 431.70804303
0 2 14.63498692 95.87640437
1 2 42.22979235 313.57770564
1 2 14.57429304 74.01270049
2 1 35.80797616 20.00000000
2 3 34.53646084 716.15952324
2 2 28.62830178 -204.68393324
2 2 7.96239683 0.76026614
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present the correlation consistent
ECPs for 3d elements. First, we constructed the ECPs
using spectral optimizations for all the elements. This op-
timization was iterative and included states that ionize
the given atom down to the [Ne]3s2 ion, as well as s↔d
transfer energies for low-lying atomic and ionic states,
including bounded anions. Quite unexpectedly, for most
atoms, we were able to optimize the states within 0.01 eV
or even smaller discrepancies for the full span of ioniza-
tion energies, sometimes with accuracies better than the
known spectroscopic data and also better than the inher-
ent systematic biases in our methodology. As discussed
above any discrepancies smaller than ≈ 0.05 eV are in
fact comparable to estimated systematic errors in our
calculations. These spectral-only results simply pointed
out that such fits are indeed feasible using rather small
number of free ECP parameters.
We further probed for accuracy and transferability of
the constructed operators on transition metal-hydride
and oxide molecules. The hydrides appear mostly less
problematic and within the error bar window of ±0.05
eV for all bond lengths with a few exceptions as ana-
lyzed above. The oxide molecules and their polar bonds
revealed more complicated picture and most ECPs re-
quired refinement that has led to high fidelity and chem-
ical accuracy along the binding curves. That set is
labeled as the recommended ccECP. The spectral-only
ccECP.S versions could still be useful for atomic calcula-
tions where the accuracy of highly ionized states would
be of crucial interest. We note that in cases of Sc and
Ti ccECP=ccECP.S since the spectral optimization pro-
vided desired accuracy without further refinement. It
is quite remarkable that such accurate fits can be con-
structed using just the spectral information as an input.
For high spin elements, the spectral-only ECPs, while
still respectable, were less accurate then desired. For ge-
ometries around the equilibrium and the stretched bond
regions were described very well, however, for shorter
bond length regions we observed in some cases overbind-
ing of the order ≈ 0.1 eV. Although rather small in a rel-
ative sense we have opted for further improvement that
took into account the decreasing importance of correla-
tions of deeply ionized states vs. the key desired accu-
racy of the low-lying excitations most relevant for valence
properties. Adding a shift towards the HF eigenvalues
into the objective function enabled us to mildly retune
the 3s and 3p channels and that proved to be sufficient
to get the binding curves within the 0.05 eV accuracy
threshold. This caused some increase in spectral errors,
however, only for very highly ionized states that are of
the order of > 500 eV with relative errors being still very
small (≈ 0.08% or smaller).
For the late transition elements namely, Co, Ni, Cu,
and Zn we have observed similar behavior with an
overbinding tendency for oxide molecules at short bond
lengths. Similar refinement as for the high-spin elements
have enabled to alleviate these deviations so that all the
binding curves were within the chemical accuracy thresh-
old. For these elements we also note additional compli-
cations with the largest basis sets for Co, Cu and Zn
where we have encountered the feasibility limits of the
used codes. Therefore we have restricted ourselves to the
best results we could obtain with reasonable computa-
tional resources and we consider the achieved systematic
comparisons as adequate for our present purposes.
Together with accuracy tests, we have also tried to esti-
mate the exact atomic total energies for both the ground
and excited states. The extrapolations from extensive
basis sets aug-cc-pCVnZ with n=2,3,4,5 provide rather
a consistent picture of the corresponding correlation en-
ergies, however, at present we do not claim better sys-
tematic accuracy than ≈ 10 mHa. In order to provide
these energies with better uncertainties, we plan further
investigation in a subsequent study that will be devoted
to decrease the error margins to much lower values.
An observation on the legacy ECP constructions is that
our results confirm that the Stuttgart-Koeln-Bonn ECPs
[2, 14] established and derived by Stoll, Dolg and cowork-
ers over the past three decades show systematic consis-
tency and respectable accuracy for the 3d series. The
discrepancies are mostly within the 0.1 - 0.2 eV margins
for low-lying atomic excitations and also for most of the
molecular binding curves. Since the STU table was con-
structed with Dirac-Hartree-Fock spectral fits, this con-
firms that the precise self-consistent energy differences
data is the dominant factor in achieving consistent be-
havior. However, correlation effects become important
at finer resolutions that we have targeted in this work.
Clearly, our present constructions raise the bar of accu-
racy higher and we believe that they provide a significant
step forward for correlated calculations. Further data in-
cluding the basis sets, including both cc-pVnZ and aug-
cc-pVnZ for n ∈ {D,T,Q, 5}, can be found in web library
http://pseudopotentiallibrary.org as well as in the
Supplementary Information. Data for this work is also
provided at the Materials Data Facility.
The presented results show that there is a room for
sizeable improvements of both the construction methods
and practical versions of ECPs. In agreement with pre-
vious papers on first and second rows, we were aiming
at offering a ”minimal model” that is still more accu-
rate than existing tables. For example, nonlocal s and p
channels are described by two gaussians only (similarly
to the STU table). We have demonstrated that such a
combination of small variational space and accuracy is
indeed feasible and the resulting constructions are ready
for general use. There are several directions where this
work could expand further. Heavier atoms such as Co,
Cu and Zn could benefit from more variational parame-
ters that would address differences between deeply lying
3s, 3p states vs large valence subshell. In addition, more
testing and validation is needed in a variety of chemical
systems such as larger molecules, solids and 2D materi-
als. Indeed, we expect that such data would provide new
21
insights and possibly point out the directions for further
refinements and updates in future.
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